State-of-the-art atmospheric models comprise multiple components that interact synchronously. Because some components need to expend more computational effort than others, it is often the case that these components are computationally imbalanced. Although parallelism within a component can reduce the imbalance, there is still a need to coordinate component interaction via a coupler in real time. To address this issue, NCAR identified requirements for Task Geometry -a construct that specifies for the purpose of coordination the run-time topology within and between components. Although it has recently become generically available in Platform LSF HPC, the current focus is commodity architectures based on the Linux operating environment. Crafted originally for CCSM, Task Geometry appears applicable to other systems-coupled atmospheric models such as 4D-Var. Scale-coupled atmospheric models also show promise for application in areas such as subgrid-scale parameterizations for GCM models, and the class of interactions demanded by use cases emerging in the area of Homeland Security. In all cases it is possible to demonstrate via speedup and efficiency that Task Geometry enhances performance, however both metrics are problematical to quantify except in simple cases. With applicability from isolated Linux clusters to grids, Task Geometry remains useful in contexts that span organizational and/or geographic boundaries.
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Introduction
Workload Management (WM) solutions aim to match application requirements (demand) with available resources (supply) subject to scientific and/or organizational policies (objectives). Generally speaking, WM solutions address this optimization problem with demonstrable effectivenesseven in today's highly heterogeneous distributed computing environments in which multiple users/applications compete for the same resources. However, state-of-the-art atmospheric models, present a significant challenge.
A convenient, heuristic approach for understanding this challenge, from the WM perspective, a is afforded by the granularity b versus concurrency c plot provided in Fig. 1 . 29, 30 Using standard Cartesian conventions, the four quadrants of Fig. 1 have the following associations:
• Data Parallel (I, Upper Right) -Owing to parallelism that exists in the data, workloads in this quadrant have high degrees of granularity and concurrency. The resulting embarrassingly parallel workloads are well suited to compute farms and desktops that are architected to maximize compute capacity -i.e., workload throughput as a function of time.
• Serial (II, Upper Left) -Serial workloads plot in this quadrant.
Owing to their sequential nature, applications in this quadrant have high degrees of granularity but no concurrency.
• Service (III, Lower Left) -Workloads from this quadrant tend to spend more time communicating than computing. As a result they are of low granularity and low concurrency.
• Compute Parallel (IV, Lower Right) -Workloads in this quadrant are the typical focal point for the HPC applications typical of the atmospheric sciences. In this case, the parallelism that exists at the source-code level is exploitable in shared-memory (e.g., via OpenMP) and distributed-memory (e.g., via MPI) contexts. These capability workloads seek to make use of HPC architectures to solve problems that are Grand Challenge in their scope.
a Although instruction/process versus data heuristics exist and are widely used, the granularity versus concurrency approach has proven more appropriate in the WM context. b Granularity is a measure of the amount of computation that can take place before there is a need for synchronization or communication. Thus the ratio computation/communication serves as a proxy for the vertical axis of Fig. 1 . c Concurrency refers to an ability to carry out activities simultaneously. In other words, it is a measure of the degree of parallelism that is present. To fix ideas for the purpose of illustration, i.e., to elucidate the challenge state-of-the-art atmospheric models present to WM solutions, the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) 12, 13, 36 is considered in the context of Fig. 1 38 . In reality, most of these CCSM components can execute in serial or multithreaded/distributedmemory/hybrid parallel modes; the range of possibilities is enumerated elsewhere. 36 Multithreaded versions of CAM and CLM, plus serial versions of CSIM and POP, have been included in Fig. 1 for illustrative purposes. Workload managers have no issue executing any one of these components in isolation. However, CCSM makes synchronous use of these four models as components, and accounts for their interaction via an MPI-based coupler (illustrated as CPL in Fig. 1 ). The resulting workload is Multiple Process, Multiple Data (MPMD) in the components and Single Process, Multiple Data (SPMD) for the interactions between each of the components and the coupler.
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Synchronous execution e of coupled, asymmetric workloads such as d CCSM's architecture allows one of more of these components to be exchanged with alternate models. e In reality, each CCSM component computes, receives data via the coupler, computes, CCSM present a challenge for workload managers. For this reason, NCAR has an established history of collaborating with providers of WM solutions to enable a functionality that can address workloads such as CCSM. Known as "Task Geometry", the following section ( §2) continues the present use of CCSM, to describe and quantify the impact of this functionality for systems-coupled atmospheric models. Then in §3, Task Geometry is applied conceptually for the first time to scale-coupled atmospheric models. Before identifying conclusions ( §5), extending Task Geometry to Grid Computing environments is the subject of §4. Task Geometry contained within a cluster and co-scheduled between clusters, plus interoperability in Grid middleware, are each addressed in turn.
Systems-Coupled Atmospheric Models

Description
In use since 2000 at NCAR, "Task Geometry" originally load balanced CCSM workloads in NCAR's IBM SP-2 operating environment (Black Forest f ) based on IBM AIX. Implemented as a new functionality that was incorporated into WM solution IBM LoadLeveler, via a collaboration between NCAR and IBM, Task Geometry is also in use on NCAR's IBM p690 environments (Bluedawn and Thunder). 45 More recently NCAR has incorporated IBM Linux clusters with Myricom Myrinet interconnects, for low-latency, high-bandwidth message passing, into their distributed computing environment. This recent addition motivated NCAR to collaborate with Platform Computing to make Task Geometry generically available in WM solution Platform LSF HPC g -i.e., regardless of the underlying operating environment.
In CCSM, four independent components (i.e., atmosphere, land surface, ocean and sea ice) model the dynamics of the physical systems they represent, and are connected via a flux coupler. 36 To fix ideas for the purpose of illustration, suppose that the distributed environment consists of three, quadruple-CPU compute nodes (see Fig. 2 ).
h In this case, single-threaded land surface (CLM), ocean (POP) and sea-ice (CSIM) components execute sends data via the coupler, and computes again -at each time step. 40 In addition, most of the components operate in stages that introduce processing dependencies. Thus 'synchronous execution' is an oversimplification. f NCAR has decommissioned Black Forest and replaced it with the other environments identified in this section. on a single, quadruple-CPU compute node. Because the component related to the atmosphere (CAM) needs to compute roughly eight times as much as the other components, it's been quadruply threaded for execution on two, quadruple-CPU nodes. Thus the model components operate in an MPMD mode (Fig. 3) . The flux coupler (cpl6) also executes on one of the compute nodes (Fig. 2) . As illustrated (Fig. 2) , the quadruply threaded component representing the atmosphere makes use of the shared memory programming semantics available under OpenMP on each of two compute nodes; interactions between these multithreaded processes occurs via MPI. In contrast, the Single Process, Multiple Data (SPMD) interaction between each of the components and the coupler is facilitated via the distributed memory programming semantics available from MPI (Fig. 3) . From Fig. 3 , it is also clear that the flux coupler facilitates a feedback process aimed at providing a time-evolving CCSM model run. Component-coupler interactions have been simplified for present purposes; detailed interactions are specified elsewhere.
40
To load balance CCSM workloads, Platform LSF HPC requires knowledge of the CCSM topology depicted in Fig. 2 . This is achieved via the LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY environment variable. In addition to clearly identifying the name of this functionality, naming of this environment variable purposes. Here 'other' will also include a node (or more) on which the daemons supporting Platform LSF HPC execute. conveys its batch heritage (i.e., via "LSB") plus its association with the Parallel Job Launcher (i.e., "PJL") capability of the product. For the example provided in Fig.2 , and in the case of the C shell, the appropriate syntax is setenv LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY ''{(0,1,2,3), (4), (5)}''. This environment variable specifies that tasks (0,1,2,3) correspond to the single-threaded executables (i.e., CLIM, POP, CSIM and CPL) executing on a single, quadruple-CPU compute node, while tasks (4) and (5) correspond to the MPI-OpenMP instance of CAM executing on two, quadruple-CPU compute nodes.
i
Collectively the three-tuple values {(0,1,2,3),(4),(5)}, of the LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY environment variable, convey CCSM topology to Platform LSF HPC. Because scriptbased submission is the preferred mechanism for initiating CCSM workloads at NCAR, the LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY environment variable is set non-interactively -along with a number of additional environment variables (e.g., these include variables relating to CCSM itself and the parallel operating environment). These CCSM-specific submission scripts also associate components with the appropriate number of threads, and dynamically generate a command file for the relevant parallel operating environment. It is then this command file that is executed by the mpirun.lsf functionality of Platform LSF HPC.
In addition to the LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY environment variable setting, the scheduler requires some guidance. In the current example, the maximum number of threads per node is four -a value driven by the atmoi Note that the Platform LSF HPC implementation of Task Geometry allows for single and multithreaded tasks in the LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY environment variable. 26 sphere component. This maximum-number-of-threads-per-node allocation establishes a processor tile (ptile) -i.e., in general a virtual construct for mapping executable units (i.e., processes or threads) to CPUs. ptile is one of the possible entries for the span directive of the resource-requirement string 25j specific to Platform LSF HPC. Because the atmospheric component sets this value to four, the corresponding resource-requirement string is -R ''span[ptile=4]'', where -R is the bsub k command line option to Platform LSF HPC indicating that a resource-requirement follows. Finally, the scheduler needs to allocate an appropriate number of execution slots l for CCSM. Multiplying the number of tuples in the LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY environment variable, N T U P , in the model run (i.e., three in the present example) by the ptile value (i.e., four in this case) results in the total number of required slots (i.e., 12 in this case). In general,
Thus -n 12 is another bsub directive that needs to be set in the CCSM submission script. Additional information on NCAR's ongoing use of task geometry in the CCSM context is available elsewhere.
12,36,45
Armed with topology awareness of the model components, and scheduling guidance, Platform LSF HPC dynamically determines the mostappropriate nodes on which to execute CCSM. In addition to Task Geometry, this determination takes into account stated resource requirements, node availability and characteristics, plus relevant scheduling policies (e.g., fairshare). The Task Geometry implementation in Platform LSF HPC supports both proprietary (e.g., IBM Parallel Operating Environment) and Open Source (e.g., LAM/MPI, MPICH-P4 for TCP/IP, MPICH-GM for Myricom Myrinet) MPI implementations. Additional details on Task Geometry under Platform LSF HPC are available in the associated documentation;
26 this includes usage notes and examples.
j Resource requirements allow workload-specific information to be detailed in a manner that is digestible by the scheduler. This information may impact how the workload is scheduled and managed. k bsub is the command used in Platform LSF HPC for job submission. It is detailed elsewhere. 26 Graphically oriented interfaces are also available. l 'Slot' is a term specific to Platform LSF HPC. It corresponds to a resource provider of processing capability. In HPC, there is typically a single slot allocated for a single thread or process.
Performance Enhancement
By multithreading the most computationally demanding component, i.e., that representing the atmosphere in the above example, Task Geometry achieves a very important outcome: Improved overall application performance. To better appreciate this improvement, and in keeping with the spirit of Amdahl's Law, let t CAM , t CSIM , t CLM and t P OP , respectively represent the speed m for an iteration of the atmosphere, sea ice, land surface and ocean components. The simultaneous, independent execution of these models means that the overall speed for an iteration of CCSM, t CCSM , is given by
where t CP L is the speed impact of invoking the flux coupler. Even though the coupler is not purely overhead, i.e., it also performs computations (e.g., re-gridding) in addition to mediating communication between CCSM components, it is reasonable to assume that t CSIM ≈ t CLM ≈ t P OP t CP L , while t CAM ≈ 8 · t CSIM , the overall speed of a CCSM model run without Task Geometry equates to t CAM . This emphasizes that the atmosphere is the rate-determining model in the overall speed of a CCSM model run. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In reality, Fig. 4 oversimplifies an iteration of CCSM. CAM, CLM and CSIM operate alternately in one of two primary processing modes -i.e., R2S and S2R. Furthermore, these stages form dependencies such that CAM enters its R2S stage while both CLM and CSIM operate in their S2R stage. These processing dependencies result in the execution profile illustrated in Fig. 5 . Because the atmosphere component (CAM-R2S or CAM-S2R) takes roughly eight-times longer to complete its calculations, all other modules experience extensive periods of inactivity before interaction involving flux coupler can take place (solid vertical lines). Note that the horizontal dimension represents time, the lower portion of the figure is a continuation of the upper portion, and that this schematic is not to scale.
The multithreaded implementation of the atmospheric model, when used together with Task Geometry, results in comparable speeds for each of the CCSM components -i.e., t CAM /N T HDS ≈ t CSIM ≈ t CLM ≈ t P OP t CP L . Thus the speed of CCSM before (i.e., t CAM ), and after (i.e., t CAM /N T HDS )
the use of Task Geometry yields
This performance enhancement in the overall speed of CCSM, which scales approximately as the number of threads (i.e., N T HDS ) applied to the atmosphere model, is illustrated in Figs. 6. For completeness, speedup calculations should also incorporate workload-management overhead, t W M . In the case of Platform LSF HPC this 'overhead' will likely include:
• Standard life cycle management time.
In addition to time spent in the execution phase, workloads will accumulate over-head while they are pending, n suspended, or undergoing a checkpoint/restart/migration operation; and • Post-dispatch workload initiation and termination times. These times will be increased in cases where execution environment preand/or post-conditioning is required.
With the addition of workload-management overhead, Eq. 2 becomes
It is standard practice to follow quantification of speedup with quantification of efficiency -i.e., speedup normalized by the number of processors used, N CP U s . Summing speedup over all parallel (CAM) and serial (CLM, CSIM, POP and CPL) components yields an efficiency of
for a stage (either R2S or S2R) in an iteration of CCSM. In practice the inherent complexity of CCSM makes efficiency estimation challenging. This complexity derives from two primary sources:
• Multiple modes of parallelization and invocation -As noted previously, most CCSM components can execute in serial, multithreaded, distributed-memory parallel, or even a hybrid mode. 36, 40, 45 In addition, components can be invoked in 'active', 'data' or 'dead' modes.
45o
• Component-coupler interaction -As noted previously, each CCSM component computes, receives data via the coupler, computes, sends data via the coupler, and computes again. 40 In addition, component-coupler interactions are not, in general, synchronized.
40
Thus mode parallelization and invocation has the potential for impact at each time step, while component-coupler interactions have the potential for impact within a time step. It is this variability that makes detailed speedup and efficiency calculations challenging to impractical. In fact, in practice, it is a combination of 'hard' (e.g., run-time statistics) and 'soft' n In Platform LSF HPC, workload is placed in a pending state while it awaits requested resources for scheduling and dispatch. o Briefly active, data and dead modes correspond respectively to component execution, data manipulation involving the coupler, and simulation.
(e.g., intuition gained from experience) skills that are required for effective use of CCSM. 40 
Related Usage
Task Geometry allows for topology-aware coordination within and between the components involved in a CCSM model run. As alluded to, at the outset of section §2, an MPMD implementation of a data-assimilation application also exists. In the case of Meteorological Service of Canada's (MSC) pre-operational 4D-Var, interaction between a data-assimilation component (based on 3D-Var) and a global model (the MSC Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model), is achieved via a coupler. 46 Thus it would appear that pre-operational 4D-Var could be executed via the Task Geometry implementation in Platform LSF HPC with minimal effort -i.e., effort would need to focus only on the details of the submission script. As Task Geometry accounts for application topology at run time, no additional effort (e.g., recompilation) is required. Other candidates for systems-coupled Task Geometry are likely to include the Integrated Global System Model (IGSM), 48 atmosphere-biosphere interactions 9 modeled via CLIMBER, 47 plus models for Environmental Prediction. The Task Geometry functionality shows promise for utility in other atmospheric applications where more effort is likely to be required. For example, phenomenological approaches are currently used to parameterize the physics of cloud formation for GCMs. Today, the range of scales requiring representation, makes use of direct numerical simulation of cloud processes (e.g., Cloud Resolving Convection Parameterization, 20 CRCP) computationally impractical. 28 Although use of IBM BlueGene/L shows significant promise in this context, 28 Task Geometry also has the potential to have an impact in more-commoditized operating environments -based on Linux or some other operating system.
To fix ideas for the purpose of illustration, p suppose that the overall p It is acknowledged that this example grossly oversimplifies the use of a GCM, CRCP, and their interaction. Its express purpose is to demonstrate the utility of Task Geometry in the context of scale-coupled atmospheric models. Subsequent use will determine morerealistic applications of Task Geometry in this context. two-dimensional solution domain for the GCM is represented by the large rectangle shown in Fig. 7 ; then, each of the 16, small rectangles in the same figure represents a solution domain for an instance of the CRCP model. Thus the feedback from CRCP as a subgrid-scale (SGS) model for the GCM can be illustrated as in Fig. 8 . As in the case with CCSM workloads ( §2), Platform LSF HPC acquires topology awareness of a GCM-CRCP workload via an environment variable setting.
To further develop the primary example of this section, and supposing that all systems have 4 CPUs, the assignment statement for the topology-awareness environment variable is setenv LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY ''{(0),(1),-(2,3,4,5), (6, 7, 8, 9) , (10, 11, 12, 13) , (14, 15, 16, 17) }''.
Thus the GCM runs four OpenMP threads on the first-assigned node (the first, i.e., (0) tuple of LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY), the coupler executes as a single thread on the second-assigned node (the second, i.e., (1) tuple of LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY), while CRCP runs four separate instances each in a single-threaded mode on each of the remaining 4 nodes (i.e., the remain-ing four tuples of LSB PJL TASK GEOMETRY). Because the GCM executes in a shared-memory space, -R ''span[ptile=4]'' is again demanded as a resource-requirement setting. Finally, Platform LSF HPC needs to schedule this workload on n = ptile×N T U P = 4×6 = 24 slots. This is accomplished via the option -n 24 to the bsub command of Platform LSF HPC.
Performance Enhancement
Without parallelization and Task Geometry, the GCM waits for CRCP to work through each instance of its calculations in sequence. This results in the execution profile illustrated schematically in Fig. 9 . Because each instance of the SGS model performs independent calculations, essentially a function call from the main program to CRCP, there exists a latent parallelism that can be exploited. By matching 16 instances of CRCP to 16 low-CPU-count nodes via a coupler and using Task Geometry (Fig. 10) , results in the execution profile shown in Fig. 11 . Following the approach for performance analysis of § 2.2, suppose that t GCM , t CRCP , and t GCM +CRCP , respectively represent the speed of the GCM computations, the speed of each CRCP function call, and combined speeds. With these assignments, the overall speed of the GCM-CRCP workload is where the CRCP function calls need to be summed. The parallelization introduced via Task Geometry, and illustrated schematically in Fig. 10 , scales the summation in Eq. 6 by the number of CPUs, N CP U s , i.e.,
Note that Eq. 7 includes a term to account for the speed of the interaction between CRCP and the GCM via the coupler, and any computational effort (e.g., re-gridding) expended by the coupler, t CP L . The speedup in this context is
if the speed of the coupler is ignored. This means that the overall efficiency is given by
In the case of the current example, q Speedup GCM = 4, Speedup CRCP = 16 and Speedup CP L = 1. Because the total number of CPUs allocated by Platform LSF HPC is 24, the efficiency is about (4 + 16 + 1)/24 ≈ 87.5%. Note that the maximum achievable efficiency is (4 + 16 + 4)/24 = 100%. This overbooking of CPUs encourages GCM and/or CRCP allocations that better account for the requirements of the coupler.
Related Usage
As another example, experiments like Joint Urban 2003
51 illustrate that the controlled release of effluents motivates challenges and opportunities for the atmospheric sciences in a Homeland Security context. Such scenarios may necessitate an interplay between atmospheric models in (formerly) independent domains. More specifically, and again with the aid of a 'coupler', Task Geometry might facilitate modeling involving Large Eddy Simulation 7, 39 (LES) of passive tracers in the Urban Boundary Layer with mesoscale models (e.g., MM5
41 or RF 34, 43 ) that address regional effects. 31 In this case, an SGS model (i.e., the LES model) provides input to a broader-scale model (e.g., MM5 or WRF) regarding dynamics on unresolved scales (i.e., the Boundary Layer). This approach presents a potentially compelling, moreproductive alternative to the somewhat redundant, sequential approach to q Assuming a speedup of 4 relating to the 4 OpenMP threads in comparison to a purely serial execution of the GCM. multigrid methods in common use today. 27 Following through at an even higher level of abstraction, these scale-coupled atmospheric models might serve as prognostic instruments in emergency-response platforms.
1,49
Use of Task Geometry in scale-coupled contexts was originally suggested in regard to modeling the magnetohydrodynamics of Earth's magnetic field. 31 In this case, SGS effects are parameterized for the large-scale, three-dimensional geodynamo models 17 by the SGS model 11 via a 'coupler'. Because use is made of existing larger-scale SGS models, most of the extra effort needs to focus on the 'coupler'. Fortunately couplers, and the frameworks they serve to define, are active areas of current research. 
Extension to The Grid
With Platform LSF MultiCluster, clusters based on Platform LSF HPC can be rapidly transformed into a Grid-computing environment.
r Because Linux clusters are already virtualized resources, this transformation exploits existing natural affinities. 33 Given that the specifics of this transformation are detailed elsewhere, 24,33 attention here focuses on Task Geometry in the context of Platform LSF MultiCluster. More specifically, attention here focuses in turn on use cases driven by the two, primary use models provided by Platform LSF MultiCluster -namely job forwarding and resource leasing.
Job Forwarding
In production deployment since 1996, the Job Forwarding use model of Platform LSF HPC is based on send/receive queues.
s These queues allow for workload exchange (i.e., forwarding) between co-operating clusters, and serve as cluster-wide containers for managing workload against a rich array of scheduling policies. In the Job Forwarding use model, sites retain a very high level of local autonomy (i.e., sites selectively identify resources available for Grid use) while benefiting from resource sharing that crosses geographic and/or organizational boundaries.
t Typically used to ensure r Although a more-formal definition of a Grid computing is deferred elsewhere, 16 positing 'Grid computing' as a cluster-of-clusters or clusters-of-clusters serves current purposes. s Job Forwarding supports one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many relationships between send/receive queues. t Security is a more-significant concern as organizational boundaries need to be crossed. Together with customers and partners, Platform has crafted solutions that address aspects of this security challenge via AFS, DCE/DFS, The Grid Security Infrastructure 4 and Kerberos.
maximal utilization of all compute resources across an entire enterprise, Job Forwarding applies to mixed workloads -e.g. serial applications, parametric processing, plus shared and distributed memory parallel applications. Supported scheduling policies include advance reservation, backfill, fairshare, goal-oriented service level agreements, memory and/or processor reservation, preemption, etc. Ignoring the challenge of data locality, 21 and under the Job Forwarding use model of Platform LSF MultiCluster, MPMD CCSM model runs are 'forwarded' as-a-whole from a submission to execution cluster. This means that all activities, including interaction between the four components representing the atmosphere, land surface, ocean and sea ice, via the coupler, are confined to the execution cluster. Thus 
Resource Leasing
Resource Leasing is a use model that appeared more recently u in Platform LSF MultiCluster. In this use model, clusters based on Platform LSF HPC have resources (e.g., compute nodes, software licenses, etc.) that can be provided or consumed subject to some agreement. On execution of the workload, the consuming cluster assimilates provided resources in the context of a 'resource lease'.
To fix ideas for the purpose of illustration, and again ignoring data locality, consider a CCSM model run via Task Geometry involving clusters at the two sites depicted by the dashed-line rectangles of Fig. 12 . Each of the clusters is running an instance of Platform LSF HPC and the inter-cluster interaction is facilitated by the Resource Leasing use model of Platform LSF MultiCluster. As illustrated here, a CCSM model run is submitted at Site A. It makes use of compute nodes local to Site A for the land surface, ocean and sea-ice CCSM components, plus a leased compute node from Site B for the atmosphere component. Although six additional compute nodes have been exported from Site B, they do not factor into this scenario. As before (e.g., Fig. 2) , the flux coupler interacts with all components via MPI. Implicit in this scenario, of course, is the assumption that the interactions between the model components and the coupler are fairly tolerant of the inherent network characteristics (i.e., bandwidth and more importantly latency) between the two sites. It is important to note that this is a bona fide example of co-scheduling an MPI application in a Grid computing context 29, 30 -without any need for human intervention. As in the case of Job Forwarding, Resource Leasing can apply various scheduling policies, and make use of the extensible scheduler framework present in Platform LSF HPC. An analogous example could easily be developed for a scale-coupled use case via Task Geometry. 
A Grid of Grids
The highly collaborative nature of atmospheric science ultimately demands interoperability between technologies used to craft Grid infrastructures at the middleware level. This means, for example, that Platform LSF MultiCluster must be able to interoperate with the Globus Tooklkit 2 and/or UNICORE.
15
To facilitate this interoperability in the case of The Globus Toolkit (see Fig. 13 ), and to pave the way for eventual compliance with the emerging standards for Grid-enabled Web services, 5, 6 Platform created The Community Scheduler Framework (CSF). 23 CSF is an Open Source contribution by Platform that has recently appeared in Version 4.0 of The Globus Toolkit.
3
Although CSF is a recent contribution, it has been generally available for over a year, and has a modest following -including members of the publicand private-sector atmospheric sciences community. With job, reservation and queuing services, CSF provides a comprehensive, standards-compliant framework for the development of Grid-level schedulers. In addition to being Open Source, CSF makes use of Web Services Agreement (WSAgreement) -a Global Grid Forum (GGF)
14 specification co-authored by the Globus Alliance, IBM and Platform. WS-Agreement details the basis for negotiating consumer-provider relationships for entities belonging to one or more virtual organizations. Although CSF currently targets compute-oriented workloads, it has the potential to factor in other contexts where there is a need to negotiate consumer-provider relationships. To complete the solution stacks presented in Fig. 13 , it is necessary to add access points to these Grid-based environments. This access is typically mediated via a portal. 44, 50 Because portals abstract away underlying complexity, while serving as community-specific points of presence, this continues to be an active investment area for organizations involved in the atmospheric sciences. 
Discussion
State-of-the-art atmospheric models present a challenge for WM solutions: They are composed of independent, asymmetric components that are synchronously coupled. The resulting complex application, needs to be managed as a whole in today's highly heterogeneous and highly distributed computing environments. Motivated by this scientific imperative, NCAR collaborated first with IBM and then with Platform Computing to detail a new functionality known as Task Geometry. IBM and Platform subsequently implemented Task Geometry in IBM LoadLeveler and Platform LSF HPC, respectively. The Platform implementation is available for all UNIX and Linux-based environments supported by Platform LSF HPC.
Task Geometry is a construct that allows topological information about the atmospheric model to be conveyed to the workload manager. Armed with this information the workload manager is able to optimally schedule the atmospheric model, subject to policies, on the most-appropriate computational resources. By exploiting the parallelism that already exists within and between model components, Task Geometry allows highly asymmetric workloads to be load balanced. This coordinated load balancing also results in significant performance gains, as well-balanced workloads allow for better overall performance. Speedup and efficiency calculations can be used to quantify the improvement achieved.
Although Task Geometry was originally developed to address CCSM workloads, it has a broader range of applicability. Specifically, CCSM and 4D-Var are two examples of systems-coupled workloads. A second class of applicability was also identified as scale-coupled workloads. Task Geometry has not been applied previously to scale-coupled use cases, and as a result, effort will be needed to frame atmospheric models appropriately. More specifically, the required effort will need to focus on submission specifics (e.g., a submission script) and the development of a coupler. Parameterized effects from unresolved scales for larger-scale models, as well as novel usage motivated by Homeland Security, are examples representative of Task Geometry in scale-coupled use cases. It is also anticipated that scale-coupled usage of Task Geometry could play a role in addressing the spatial aspects of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) 22 -a numerical approach that dynamically enhances spatial and or temporal domains of interest. There is clearly ample motivation for further investigation.
With a storied history of co-dependence spanning a half century already, 10 it is not surprising that NWP is still generating leading-edge challenges for computing. This is fortunate for other areas of the physical sciences, as they can benefit directly from leading-edge solutions like Task Geometry. In addition to allusions to the study of Earth's geodynamo as a scale-coupled use case for Task Geometry, it is clear that this functionality will find utility in areas as diverse as astronomy, the Life Sciences, and materials science. And this applies to both public-and private-sector HPC applications.
The fractal structure of HPC architectures progresses from the processor to the cluster to the grid -the latter of which can be thought of as a cluster of clusters. Platform LSF MultiCluster allows for the cluster-to-grid progression via two use models -Job Forwarding and Resource Leasing. Whereas Job Forwarding workloads are constrained to execute within a cluster, Resource Leasing workloads are co-scheduled between one or more clusters. Because Task Geometry is compatible with both of these use models, the utility of commodity architectures can be leveraged by making transparent organizational and/or geographic boundaries. This transparency also takes into account the requirement for the highest levels of interoperability between grid middleware, a requirement that underlines the importance of open standards. 
